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you.Visit my site : instant payday loans
The Anders brief is not sufficient to alert

Appellant to the possibility that the
Commonwealth seeks to argue that a

violation of his jury trial rights occurred.
As such, we are unable to address this
argument in any meaningful way. We
conclude that the Anders brief fails to
meet the briefing requirements for a
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Rule 2119(f) Statement and that the
Brief inadequately addresses all of the
issues we could reasonably identify. -7-
J. A02034/14 For the foregoing reasons,
we agree with appointed counsel that

the appeal is without merit.3
Accordingly, counsel has certified that

after a review of the record, he is able to
conclude that this appeal is wholly

frivolous. Judgment of sentence
affirmed. 3 We need not address

counsel’s second assertion that the trial
court permitted the cumulative

prejudicial effect of hearsay testimony
to create a manifestly unreasonable

sentence because there is no challenge
to the manifestly unreasonable

sentence. -8- Sports Complex at Atwater
Village to be Demolished Sports
Complex at Atwater Village to be

Demolished By ParkBoardNews.com
Sports Complex at Atwater Village will

be demolished after a planned sale
agreement for the property fails to
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materialize. The massive structure,
which stands on 0.52 acre, features a

four-lane running track, a partially
completed three-story gymnasium, a

baseball stadium, three outdoor
swimming pools, and clubhouse. It was
built over the past 15 years with public

funds in an attempt to mitigate the
perceived overcrowding of the

neighboring Recreational Sports
complex. The property’s owner, Pacific

Real
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